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FACTS AND DATA IN PARTNER ASSISTANCE: 
THE INDUSTRY’S REALITY

This white paper takes a closer look at the data that backs up some of the top trends in the industry and in turn 
provides a clearer picture on the best options for your company’s relocating partner population.

The types of support corporations provide their relocating partners 
continues to evolve at a staggering pace. So what are the facts when 
it comes to the best type of partner support to offer? 

This white paper takes a closer look at the data that backs up some of 
the top trends in the industry, and in turn provides a clearer picture 
on the best options for your company’s relocating partner population.

THE FACTS

THE ISSUE OF PARTNER ASSISTANCE – HOW BIG IS IT ANYWAY? 
Most recent surveys are reporting that the dual career issue, and  
generally speaking, the relocating partner, is amongst the top 3  
issues linked to international mobility (surveys from Deloitte, KPMG, 
PWC, Mercer, etc.). Peggy Lee, Director of Compensation and  
Expatriates, LVMH shares “Partner support and assistance is critical 
to the acceptance of an assignment by an International Assignment  
candidate. In addition, it ensures a smoother transition for the  
relocating spouse/partner in the host location.” 

While 66% of relocating partners aspire to work abroad(1), the 
younger Millennial generation is adding one key perspective: 80% of  
Millennials want to have the choice to work or not work while abroad(1). 
The importance of the second income for a growing percentage  
of mobile families, and the simultaneous reduction in mobility  
packages offered by international corporations during transfers, is 
transforming partners’ motivation and encourages them to work 
while abroad. 

WHO IS OFFERING WHAT?
According to Permits Foundation, who surveyed 3,300 relocating 
partners and 200 corporations(1) in one of the most comprehensive 
surveys ever conducted on the topic, partner support is offered 
by 61% of corporations, with an average spend of 5,000 USD per  
assignment. A survey conducted by NetExpat in 2013, with  
participants from 174 corporations, reveals that corporations perceive  
pre-departure counselling, job search assistance, group seminars 

and web communities as the most effective and least costly solutions  
available. Not surprising, cash allowances are perceived as the least  
effective way of assisting relocating partners by most employers: 
“From our perspective the desired effect of a pure cash allowance in 
partner  support falls flat quickly,” shares Alexander Wagner, Head of 
Global HR Strategy & Analytics at Munich Re.

Hendrik Döll, Head of International Transfers, BSH Hausgeräte GmbH, 
shares a similar approach, “A few years ago we discussed how to  
support partners the best possible way: do nothing, pay an allowance 
or do something new. The decision was simple – we hired NetExpat 
to directly assist partners within their own personal transfer. From 
an HR marketing point of view this was a remarkable success, and  
besides much cheaper for the company than some kind of allowances for  
every expatriate.”

Even though cash is easy to administer, it does not solve partner 
related issues such as assisting with long term integration needs or 
helping them secure employment while abroad. The fact that cash is 
the least tax effective way of “supporting” partners also explains why 
cash allowances are gradually vanishing and are being replaced by ad 
hoc partner support.   

Michelle Tai, Global Mobility Director at Mars, Inc. explains their  
approach: “Mars has decided to take the best of both worlds: we offer 
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1. Pre-decision/departure counselling
2. Job search assictance
3. Group seminars
4. Web communities
5. Further education
6. Professional membership/licenses
7. Work permit
8. Cash

Source: NetExpat. Sample #174 corporate 
interviews with decison makers from fortune 1000. 
Oct 2012 – Aug 2013
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a wide range of job search coaching, self-employment coaching and 
support for non-working partners with NetExpat, but [we] also offer 
cash allowance on top of this which can be used in a flexible way for 
the benefits of the family.”

THE DANGER OF THE CAFETERIA APPROACH
“A cafeteria approach as a format of partner assistance can be  
particularly tricky as it only works if the right guidance is given  
to the partner at a very early stage so that the partner can build 
his/her own support based on informed decisions. Unfortunately, the 
partner usually does not yet know the host location and therefore, 
the risk of selecting the wrong component of a cafeteria approach 
is substantial. In line with our ‘Responsibility’ principle Mars has 
consequently decided not to utilize a cafeteria approach in partner  
assistance,” states Michelle Tai, Mars.

Program support should be simple, tailored and offer options. But  
beware of offering too many choices to partners: studies show that 
offering too many options ultimately destabilizes the partner and  
delays their decision to participate.  

ROI 

Source: Permits Foundation International Survey 2010-2013

“’Happy family, happy assignee’ is what we say at Mars.  
Surveys we have conducted show that Mars assignees are very  
appreciative of what we are doing for their partners. There is clearly a 
great positive impact of all our spending on our employer’s branding,” 
shares Michelle Tai.

Supporting relocating partners properly pays off. As  
demonstrated by the Permits Foundation survey(1), 80.1% of working  
partners report a positive impact on adjustment to the host location,  
while non-working partners report just 32.3%. 

“Not all partners want to work and some are very happy to take a  
career break, for example to raise children. However, for those 
who do work, there is a clear link to positive feelings about the  
assignment, particularly adjustment and integration into the local  
society, family relationships, health and well-being, as well as the  
willingness to complete the assignment,” shares Katy van der Wilk, 
Executive Director of Permits Foundation. 

Similarly, working partners report a far better family relationship 
(73.2% vs 42.6%) and well-being (68.4% vs 28.4%) when compared 
to the non-working group. Most importantly, as Permits Foundation 

reveals, working partners are more likely to report a positive impact 
on their willingness to complete the current assignment (73.5%) than 
partners who are not working. Conversely, the lack of support to an 
employees’ partner forces them into mobility situations which are 
less sustainable. We all know too well that “split family” assignments 
and commuting assignments put pressure on families and have lower 
success rates. 

For Peggy Smith, President/CEO, Worldwide ERC®, “The dual  
career issue will be particularly important to younger  
professionals, who have faced a complex job market since entering the 
workforce. As competition for talent increases, relocating a dual-career  
couple could mean that additional resources and assistance for career  
transition to the new location must be offered to the spouse or  
partner. Another possibility is to offer a commuter option, if it works 
for the position, with a caveat - it’s always better to keep the family 
intact.”

WORK PERMIT ELIGIBILITY
One of the most common mistakes made in partner support 
is linked to improper information regarding work eligibility.  
Unfortunately, many corporate HR advisors still incorrectly believe  
that most countries do not grant work permits to relocating partners.  
On the other hand, sometimes partners, who are relocating to  
countries with large work permit barriers, develop unrealistically high 
expectations when it comes to finding work in their host country. 
Both mindsets can be very damaging. 

Work permit eligibility for partners has evolved very quickly over 
the last few years, and the good news is that most countries allow  
partners to work thanks to the exceptional work of Permits  
Foundation which campaigns globally for the right of relocating  
partners to be able to work on their dependent permit. Out 
of the top host locations accounting for 80% of todays’ global  
mobility, 95% grant work permits to relocating partners. Some  
countries like India or Russia request a minimum annual salary around 
25,000 USD which still provides wide access to employment for the  
majority of relocating partners. Some countries, like Brazil,  
recently authorized partners to work. There are still, however, a few  
notable exceptions and subtleties linked to marital status: non-married  
partners from opposite sexes are recognized by 65% of these top  
locations, while same sex couples experience the most challenging 
situation with less than 40% of these top locations granting them  
access to work permits.  

Ethan Kaufman, Partner, Fragomen Worldwide, explains: “Given 
the criticality of family satisfaction to an assignment’s success, 
Global Mobility Managers must consider the strategy for each  
dependent’s employment authorization while in the planning stages.  
This includes determining not just what options might be available 
in theory, but also practical details such as the time frame for the  
partner or child actually having work authorization in hand.   
Moreover, it is important to consider whether the dependent’s  
employment authorization process will have any impact on the  
procedure followed for the principal’s initial work authorization or visa 
extension.”

So ensure that each of your relocating partners who wish to work 
abroad has early access to updated and reliable information  
regarding their employment eligibility in the potential host location. 
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Contact NetExpat for a guaranteed 24-hour response on any of the 
70+ countries where we have offices. Double check all information 
provided by non-specialists, and make sure to differentiate between 
the right to reside, and the right to work.

DON’T FORGET YOUR NON-WORKING PARTNERS
80% of partners belonging to the Millennial Generation want to 
have the choice of working or not working while abroad. This is why  
employers who choose to only support working partners are a  
minority. Beyond the risk of being accused of discrimination  
between active and non-active partners, they are misreading today’s  
sociological realities: partners in the 21st century do not fit in boxes 
of “working” or “non-working” anymore. While a working partner 
might decide not to work in a specific location to raise a child, they 
may decide later on to work in another country. And vice versa, a 
non-working partner might be thrilled to get back to the job market 
after 15 years of work interruption. Choice and empowerment are 
the key words here.

THE DATA

WHAT ARE YOU ENTITLED TO?
Partner assistance belongs to the “soft” support category, but that 
does not mean that corporations should not monitor their ROI 
with their current partner support provider. “Partner assistance  
represents a cost, so whether or not this covers a ‘soft’ topic,  
corporations spend money and should therefore have proper KPIs 
in place to measure and fine-tune the support they offer,” shares  
Véronique Clement-Goodall, International Mobility Manager, BNP  
Paribas.

With only three main service providers currently covering 95% of 
the market, it is easy to research your partner assistance options. 
The issue for many corporations is how to compare each provider’s  
services, given that their offering is substantially different. The  
answer: ensure you rely on strong KPIs to select and monitor your 
provider.

The first KPI to monitor is obvious: the “satisfaction rate” of the  
support delivered to the partner will show you how pleased and how 
well the promised services have been executed. The second is the  
“intake rate” which measures how many partners take advantage of the  
support in place. Rates above 80% demonstrate a well selected set of 
options which are appealing and well dimensioned for your partners, 
while rates under 50% indicate that the support formats you have 
selected are not relevant, nor appealing to your partners. 

The last KPI is the “placement rate” for those partners selecting a  
program aimed at securing employment. Technology has made  
marvelous advancements to help boost this rate over the last 5 years. 
Online tools like the NetExpat PartnerJob® Explorer, which accesses 
over 250 million job opportunities targeting relocating partners, have 
dramatically eased access to job opportunities. With our “placement 
rate” at 82%, and a lead-time to secure employment averaging 17 
weeks, NetExpat’s placement rate has become a benchmark for our  
industry. NetExpat’s Domestic Moves, placement rate climbs even  
further to an impressive 91%. Placement rates under 70% usually  
reveal a service provider who does not have the relevant access to 
the job market around the globe, or the job database needed to  
properly support partners who are willing to work abroad. 

What is most important is to ensure you are comparing apples to  
apples by making sure to calculate the KPIs mentioned above  
separately for your domestic and your international partner  
support: due to the nature of challenges in domestic transfers, which  
are intrinsically much easier to face for partners, support types and  
budgets spent on partner support are much leaner and reach better 
KPI levels.

WHO TO SURVEY
One of the most frequent mistakes made by corporations is to  
survey the expat instead of the partner to assess the effectiveness of 
your partner support. Some corporations even wonder if they should  
survey the employee in addition to their partners. 

Frank Hohns, Global Mobility Leader at PwC, shares:  
“Measuring the satisfaction rate of the partner is, in my view, enough.    
I personally don’t see a benefit in measuring the satisfaction of the 
assignee regarding their partner support program, on top of the  
satisfaction of the partner. I cannot think of a scenario where 
the level of satisfaction of the assignee differs from the level of  
satisfaction of his/her relocating partner. If the partner is ‘highly  
satisfied’, what could be a reason why the assignee is not? And if the 
partner is ‘dissatisfied’, why would the assignee be ‘satisfied’?”

USE YOUR KPIS TO IMPROVE
“Measuring data about partner support is not as much about  
demonstrating the need for partner support, which is in most eyes 
nowadays a given, it is more about a corporation monitoring if their 
offering has the right format and has reached the partner through the 
various channels of communication. In this respect, the ‘intake rate’ is 
absolutely crucial,” shares Véronique Clement-Goodall, International 
Mobility Manager, BNP Paribas. 

THE GLOBAL HR THINK TANK
So where do you go from here? A great first step is to understand the 
industry best practices when it comes to partner assistance, to gain 
further insight into how corporations are evolving to meet the needs 
of their mobile employees’ partners and to be kept up to date on the 
ever-evolving work permit situation for relocating partners. 

The Global HR Think Tank is the largest international corporate HR 
community gathering 196 corporations. The HR Think Tank offers  
monthly, 45-minute, interactive WebEx sessions, with over 100  
participants, which cover the latest topic updates and best  
practices on relocating partners. Topics may include: adapting  
partner support to local plus and other mobility packages,  
benchmarking partner support per industry type, work permit  
eligibilty updates, and much more. Each session also includes survey  
updates and a rich Q&A session. The HR Think Tank is free of charge,  
upon invitation only and is limited to corporate HR representatives. 

Join the Community now and receive an invitation to the next session 
by contacting thinktank@netexpat.com. 

(1) Permits Foundation 2012
(2) KPMG GAPP 2013
(3) NetExpat. Sample #174 corporate interviews with decision makers from Fortune 1000. 
Oct 2012 –Aug 2013
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CONTACT US THROUGH ONE OF OUR MAIN OFFICES

OFFICES THROUGHOUT AMERICAS, APAC AND EMEA

ASIA PACIFIC
One Raffles Place Tower 1, Level 24 
1 Raffles Place
Singapore 048616 
Phone: +65 6408 0502

BELGIUM
287/11 avenue Louise
1050 Brussels
Phone : +32 (0)2 358 62 28

FRANCE
19 boulevard Malesherbes
75008 Paris
Phone: +33 (0)1 55 27 39 31

GERMANY
Frankfurt Welle, An der Welle 4
60322 Frankfurt
Phone: +49 (0)69 7593 8429

SWITZERLAND
18 av. Louis Casaï
1209 Geneva
Phone: +41 (0)22 747 7879 

UK
Berkeley House
Berkeley Sq.
London W1J 6BD
Phone: +44 (0)20 7544 6827

USA
The Pinnacle Building
3455 Peachtree Road NE Ste. 500
Atlanta, GA 30326
Phone: +1 404 995 7035

Enquire about NetExpat services in any other country.
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